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Dear Parents & Guardians

W

First Thursday

KING ALFRED’S ACADEMY

elcome the second edition of 2017/18 First Thursday, and of
course the last edition written as a three site school. I have
written separately to all parents about the 3 to 2 project and
therefore will use First Thursday to update on other news. At the end of
term we welcomed back the Art trip from Florence led by Nick Greenwood
and Pippa Mack. It sounded like a truly wonderful trip and an opportunity
for our artists to spend some time in historic and inspirational surroundings
with nothing to think about other than the art in front of them. A wonderful
opportunity!
I have to sincerely thank every one of you who contributed towards the
sponsored walk, despite the walk not taking place. In total you raised
£6648.09 and I am looking forward to reporting back to you exactly how
that has been spent on resources to directly benefit students. I hope to do
this in January's First Thursday, but in the meantime - thank you again.
We continue to work with many agencies this year to support education
about risky behaviours and to support positive behaviours in the
community. We were delighted to hear that James Maddern - Assistant
Headteacher - had won a prestigious award for the work that he has been
doing with CAP - the Community Alcohol Project. The attached link tells
the story:
http://www.heraldseries.co.uk/news/
hswantagenews/15593516.Teacher__police_officer_and_pastor_win_
Westminster_awards_for_tackling_underage_drinking/

We have really valued the support of CAP in school
in helping to educate our students about alcohol,
often overlooked as a problem, and we are
continuing to work with CAP during this year. We
will also carry on working with DrugFam and with
organisations educating about sexual exploitation,
self harm and safe social media use amongst
others. There has been much in the news recently
about the link between social media use and
mental health, and we will continue to work with
parents to provide advice on supporting children to
manage their behaviours with social media. This of
course must always start with us as parents
modelling acceptable behaviours, in terms of how
we use social media, what we post and having time
at home when we are not using our phones in
favour of talking and reading with our children.
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The Single Equality Policy (SEP) for the Vale Academy Trust promotes equality for all students and
staff. There has been an increasing flow of coverage in the news recently about sexism, particularly
towards women in the workplace. Uber, Hollywood and Harry Styles are three of the latest big news
stories where sexism has hit the headlines over recent weeks. I have begun this term with the SEP
assembly to Year 10, but have approached it differently in the context of recent news, to talk about
casual sexism, and how sexism creeps into lives often unnoticed. I stopped a student recently for
shouting across to his friends about "Miss is a babe". Firstly the issue in my mind was that "Miss" was
being judged on her appearance and nothing else, but secondly, none of the students around him, male
or female, challenged him on this assessment. We need to work hard to guide the next generation to
treat each other equally and fairly, particularly given the pressures brought to bare by the relentless
judgement made through social media and reality TV. Andy Murray's "calling out" of the journalist at a
post-match conference was a good reminder to us all!
You may have noticed the new guidelines attached to our Anti-Bullying Policy which as Heads of the
VAT schools we worked on last summer. We felt that this was the missing link, in an otherwise robust
policy, to help all parties concerned understand how an issue was being dealt with at any point in time.
Where we have used it so far, we have had great success in managing incidents for the benefit of all
concerned. We have printed a copy here to save you looking further. (Page 3).
It is a busy term for Year 11 with mock examinations, and we kick off our first Science Super Saturday
for those students studying the double Combined Science. Year 11 recently voted for an inspirational
Science quote to be written on the large wall at the entrance to the new Science block. I am delighted
to announce that they have chosen:

Somewhere, something incredible is waiting to be known Carl Sagan (1934-1996 American astronomer)
Finally - the uniform consultation has officially closed! Many thanks to all those who have taken part
and contributed and we are looking forward to sharing the outcome of the consultation with you all.

Jo Halliday
Headteacher
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KAA’s Anti-Bullying Guidelines for Staff, Parents &
Students

T

his table broadly describes the stages employed in the management of friendship issues
through to bullying. Friendship issues are a normal part of growing up and most children will fall
out with friends during their school career as they develop and change as people; this is not uncommon and self-management is an important skill to develop. The table below is not definitive, and
different strategies may be tried in one particular stage; equally, each stage is not compulsory. How
this guidance is used will depend on the child and the circumstances. Formal Bullying Records must be
kept for safeguarding purposes for any intervention at Stage 3 and onwards.
Stage 1

Most friendship and relationship
issues resolve



Stage 2

Some friendship and relationship
issues extend further and need
more structure to resolve



Stage 3

Rarely friendship issues get to
this stage, but may still be resolved this way.

Sustained behaviour (bullying) is
now a consideration



Stage 4

Sustained behaviour is now the
likely cause











Stage 5



1:1 Intervention by staff. Discussions will take
place with relevant students.
Parents may not be informed at this stage as
most situations are resolvable and selfmanagement is an important life skill. The member of staff will make a judgement based on
knowledge and experience.
An informal Restorative Meeting with a member
of staff.
Parents informed by phone or in person but preferably in writing that a Stage 2 Restorative Meeting has been held and the behavioural expectations made clear
A formal Restorative Meeting supported by a
trained practitioner (staff trained in Restorative
Practice through the OCC Anti-Bullying Team).
A written record sent to all parents concerned.
Relevant staff are informed of local actions /
guidance.
A meeting with the parents of the bully(ies) to
educate and support the bully to change their
behaviour.
Clarity of sanction should a change in behaviour
not be seen.
Sanctions implemented

During the stages, any of the following approaches identified in the policy may be considered:









Co-operative group work
Circle of Friends
Support Groups
Peer Mediation
Peer Counselling
Buddy Systems
Self-esteem support for the victim or the bully

A child may be requested to keep a diary of Who, What, When and How?
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STUDENT WELLBEING
LEANNE AVIS

LAVIS@KAACADEMY.ORG

HIGHLIGHTS
As ‘Head of Student Wellbeing’, I am very excited to launch the new ’Student Wellbeing’ page in First
Thursday—this will be a regular feature over the coming months. There have been lots of new and
exciting projects launched and I thought I would share with you my top three highlights:

The introduction of anti-bullying boxes on all sites. These boxes allow students to either report
any bullying behavior they have witnessed or, record their concerns if they feel someone has
acted in a bullying way towards them. Key members of staff check the boxes weekly and deal
with any issues quickly.

A successful Sixth Form Health and Wellbeing Theme Day — read the full report for more details.

I was awarded the European Pedagogical ICT Certificate for Online Safety. This means I am now
part of an international network of teachers trained to deliver up-to-date e-safety lessons to our
students. Alongside this, I am certified to train staff in how best to support students with their
online safety so can ensure a robust programme is put in place to support students.

13th—17th NOVEMBER

ANTI-BULLYING WEEK

During Anti-Bullying Week all students will have a dedicated assembly and PSHCE
lessons based on this years Anti-Bullying Alliance’s national campaign “All Different, All
Equal”. At the end of the week, on Friday 17th November, Years 7—10 will be treated
to a performance by Hannah Jane Lewis who will share her message through song as
well as talk to them about anti-bullying, cyber-bullying and staying safe online.

APP ADVICE AND TOP TIPS
This month’s app is ‘Sarahah’ an app which was developed to allow employees to send
anonymous feedback to their employers. Snapchat has acquired the rights to ‘Sarahah’ and
this addition allows people to send anonymous messages about other people’s photos. The
messages can only be sent if the sender has access to the recipients details and as part of our
on-going message to students, they should only accept friends into their social networks who
they already know in real life. It is imperative that you have conversations with your children
about the people they talk to on their social networks to support the message they are being
given at school. Without appropriate monitoring, and by accepting unknown people to their
networks, students leave themselves exposed and vulnerable to receiving unwanted
messages and could be putting themselves in great danger. It is, therefore, important that
should you have any safeguarding concerns you report them to the appropriate authorities
without delay.
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Health and Wellbeing Theme Day
On Wednesday 11th October Sixth Form
students took part in their first Health
and Wellbeing Theme Day. As part of
the day students took part in a carousel
of four activities and finished the day
with a debate on the motion “Social
media is the work of the devil.”
The carousel activities were:
First Aid: where students learnt
about basic First Aid, including how to
put someone in the recovery position
and CPR, equipping them with key skills which could help them or others;
Scenarios: in this session students looked at different situations which young people might find
themselves in whilst using social media and how, if they found themselves in that situation, they would
respond or what advice they might give someone in that situation. The aim of this session was to get
students to think empathetically and also to enable our peer supporters to think of advice which they
might need to give when speaking to their KS3 tutees;
Study: we recognise that it is really important for our Sixth Form cohort to have time to work on
their studies and so they were given a timetabled study period, during this time their folders were
checked, leadership and volunteering plans were looked into and those taking their EPQ were able to
meet with the coordinator;
Mental Health talk,:students were given an interactive talk on mental health by our Academy
Lead Counsellor, Debbie Lee. Debbie spoke about herself and her role as well as exploring how
students and young people view mental health. During the session students thought about how
someone struggling with their mental health might act, feel, think and also how they might physically
respond to poor mental health. Following the group discussions, students were encouraged to think
about what helps and what doesn’t help when they are feeling anxious or stressed and where they
might get help should they need it.
At the end of the day, all of the students were involved in a debate. There were confident speakers for
the proposition and the opposition and they must be thanked for their contributions: Ed Record, Joe
Hall, Hannah Hayward, Jane St. George, Alex Thacker, Izzie Winter and Maddie Lewis-Hughes. Mr
Ward chaired the debate which started with each of the panel stating their argument, followed by
thought-provoking and profound questions from the audience. The debate was a huge success and the
students contributed fantastically.
We are currently in the process of planning the next Sixth Form Theme Day and are hoping to emulate
this first success.
Here's what the students had to say:
"Just wanted to say a huge thank you for the theme day. t was so good to see the whole of sixth form
come together and engage in the debate, everyone got involved and had questions."
"The session on mental health was really good. The speaker was great and it was nice to speak about
mental health more openly."
"I really enjoyed the theme day on health and well-being."
Leanne Avis
Head of Student Wellbeing
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King Alfred’s “Farewell to East Site” Event Is Huge
Success

K

ing Alfred’s Academy’s East Site (formerly known as
Icknield School) welcomed nearly 800 visitors over
the weekend (21/22 Oct) who took great delight in
exchanging memories, nostalgia, laughter and re-kindling old
friendships. Visitors who came to look round the site –
including former pupils from the 1950s through to the present
day - enjoyed sifting through hundreds of photographs, press
clippings and albums, as well as touring the site and visiting
their favourite old haunts.
Different generations argued over where Home Economics
had been based, and the Sixth Form Tour Guides enjoyed
hearing how Pottery classes and taken place in the current Modern Foreign Language block!
There was a warm welcome for The Icknield Way Morris Men (whose origin dates back to 1958 as an
idea for an after-school club at Icknield School) who danced while visitors enjoyed refreshments and
looked over current building plans for Centre Site (King Alfred's) and West Site (Segsbury).
Headteacher Jo Halliday said "It was such a
privilege to meet the many different people whose
lives have been influenced by their education here.
It will be, of course, an historic moment for the town
when East site closes its door to students on
December 15th and the bell rings for the last time;
we don't underestimate how difficult that will be for
many of us. However, what we can look forward to
are buildings and a school that are fit for purpose for
the next generations of children in Wantage, Grove
and the villages. Many visitors this weekend realised
how difficult it is now becoming to continue to repair
East Site, and we will be writing to everyone who
visited this weekend to invite them to come and look around the new buildings and sites in the Spring
to get a sense of just how important this development is for the future of the school. In the meantime,
we are very grateful to everyone who recorded their memories onto paper for us, and we are looking
forward to collating them into a more permanent record”.
Event organiser Jonathan Smith said, "We were delighted to welcome our visitors this weekend. Story
after story about life on the site entertained us all. This included several stories from those who had
lined up to be caned outside the Head's office in decades gone by! Generally, most of the memories
were extremely happy ones! We compiled a list of suggestions from our ex-students and teachers on
how to keep the Icknield name alive, and how to use memorabilia from the site for fundraising for the
school. We will endeavour to ensure that we keep in touch now with everyone who came, and we hope
that they will keep in touch with us and continue to visit us at future events."
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New Library on West!

W

e are delighted to announce the
opening of our new West Site
library. Students are already
beginning to enjoy this vibrant and
welcoming room (which used to be a
Science lab!). We still have many books to
be transferred from the East site library, so
you can look forward to more photos of an
even more beautiful and purposeful library
in the future.

This is phase one in our library
redevelopment
plans,
with
exciting
changes on the horizon. Watch this space
for more news as we work together with
students and staff to revitalise our libraries.
Alice Visser

Rehearsals
Rehearsals are well underway for the production of Cole Porter's Kiss Me Kate, which will take
place from Wednesday 21st to Saturday 24th March in Centre Site Hall. The show is
set onstage and backstage at a rather chaotic performance of Shakespeare's The Taming of
the Shrew.
There are two rehearsals each week during Electives and students are also putting a lot of
work into learning music and lines in their own time. The show is a great showcase for our
hugely talented young performers. What other school could boast not one but two coloratura
sopranos capable of singing up to a top Bb?
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So you have a reluctant reader…? Part 2
Reading for pleasure is arguably the single-most
important activity your child can do to improve
achievement in school. Below is the second part
of my series on ideas to inspire young people to
read (see the September edition of First
Thursday for Part 1).
 Have a look at our recommended reads on
the
parent
VLE
under
‘parent
communications’. We currently have 8
different booklists available, with more to
come – so there is something to suit every
reading taste and need! With Christmas
coming, these lists could be very useful…
 Be enthusiastic about what your children are
reading: Ask them to describe a character or
to read aloud an exciting bit. You might even
read a teen/YA book yourself; the plot-driven
nature of many of these books means they
are relatively easy reads – perfect after a long
day at work. Dystopian fiction (like Hunger
Games, Divergent, and Unwind) is particularly
interesting for many adults –check out our
dystopian fiction list.
 Let your children see you reading for
pleasure, and talk about what you read and
how you choose books.
 If you have younger children, ask your older
children to read aloud to them. This is a big
confidence booster and it helps with sibling
bonding. Michael Morpurgo is a particularly
good shared read, as his books have
something for everyone; I highly recommend
Kensuke’s Kingdom for sibling read-alouds.
 Children can also read to pets: When our
youngest child went through a ‘reluctant
reader’ phase, we asked him to read to the
dog for 10 minutes every day. He quickly
switched back to being an enthusiastic reader
– and funnily enough, the dog seemed to love
it too as he now jumps on the bed to listen
when we read stories!
 Continue to read aloud to your children (even
if they are fluent readers). I read most
evenings to my 13 year old son; we choose
books together that he probably wouldn’t read
on his own. We recently read Roll of Thunder,
Hear My Cry (Mildred Taylor). This poignant
book, set in 1930’s
America, explores impact
of racism on children and
it allows us to discuss
complex issues together.













Right now I am reading Pax by Sarah
Pennypacker to him – superb!
Offer incentives: For many years I had a
reading rewards programme for my children;
if they read a certain number of books or
pages I took them to a theme park. I don’t
always do this, as I don’t want my children to
read only for rewards, but it works for
summers and for times when a ‘breakthrough’
is necessary.
Another idea is to find the book version of a
movie: Stormbreaker, Eragon, Harry Potter,
The Book Thief, I am Number Four, The
Princess Diaries, The Chronicles of Narnia,
Percy Jackson, The Hunger Games,
Divergent, Maze Runner, Fault in Our Stars,
Twilight and Inkheart are all films based on
children/YA books. Both of you can read the
book, go to the movie together -- then discuss
the differences. We have a new ‘Books on the
Big Screen’ display on our West site library to
encourage this.
Have them pick up a device – an e-reader!
Then check with your local library about
borrowing e-books. (Tip: Kindles are generally
not compatible with library systems in the UK,
but Kindle tablets -- like Kindle Fire-- will allow
you to download Overdrive, through which
you can borrow e-books).
Try audio books: Libraries have free,
downloadable audio books plus Audible has a
wide range of teen books. Many teens like the
idea of being able to do something active
while listening to a book (I try to convince my
children to clean their rooms while listening to
stories – usually without success). By
listening to an audio book, your teen will pick
up new vocabulary, hear complex sentence
structures and engage with stories. The
benefits of listening are almost as good as
reading and it is a good boost for young
people with dyslexia or other reading
difficulties.
Listening to audio books as a family is
another good idea. Sharing a story together is
a fabulous way to bond; we still talk about
books we listened to 5 years ago, and it helps
long car journeys go much faster.
Gentle encouragement works best. Keep it
fun!
Alice Visser
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Author Julia Golding Visits King Alfred’s Academy

T

hanks to funding and support from the
Wantage Betjeman Literary Festival and
organisation from our own Kate Wigley, we
were delighted to host well-known children’s author
Julia Golding. Year 7 students were fascinated to
hear about the three pen names she uses for the
different genres of books she writes: Julia Golding
for adventure/mystery books; Joss Stirling for teen
books linking the paranormal with a romance story;
and Eve Edwards for historical fiction. Among other
writing tips, students learned to ‘mash-up’ different genres to create innovative plots.
Enjoy the photos from the morning, plus
reviews from three Year 7 students: Ollie
Bailey, Niya Thornton and Jessica Higgs.
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MFL

E

uropean Day of Languages

As part of our annual celebration of the European Day
of Languages, students and staff ordered lunch in languages ranging from Mandarin to Spanish in line with
the menu options. Thank you also to all students who wore
something in honour of a European country on 6th October.
Try visiting http://edl.ecml.at/ to evaluate your language skills
and find language facts, longest words, unique words and interesting idiomatic expressions.

Did you know…
 There are between 6000 and 7000 languages in the world –
spoken by 7 billion people divided into 189 independent
states.
 The
longest
word
in
English
is
‘pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis’ (45 letters)
the longest word in a major dictionary, a technical word for a
lung disease created by silica dust inhalation).
 Gift’ in English is a present but in German it means poison.
 A Spanish dog won’t bark but says ‘guau guau’ whilst in
French it is ‘ouaf ouaf’.
 At least half the world’s population is bilingual or plurilingual.

I

f your son or daughter is fluent in a language other than
English and would like to undertake a GCSE or A Level at
King Alfred’s this year, please get in touch. A qualification
at this level will require a significant amount of motivation and
organisation. In addition, we may need to request support
from colleagues outside of King Alfred’s for speaking
examinations and therefore need plenty of notice to be able
to do so.
We can discuss the course requirements to help us make an informed decision about the right
qualification and help get your child’s studies underway as soon as possible.
Ali Quick
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MFL continued

A

t King Alfred’s we are passionate about providing our
students with the very best experiences in and outside
of the classroom.

As a result, many of our teachers are leading exciting research projects into Teaching and Learning and are collaborating with partners such as the Teacher Development Trust and Oxford University.
This has provided many of our students with additional opportunities to develop their
skills. For example:


Mrs Brooke-Wavell took a small group of Year 10 History students to visit the Vale and
Downland Museum as part of a study of students’ engagement with culture and local
history. The visit gave students a chance to handle Anglo-Saxon artefacts and linked
well with a key topic, the Norman Conquest.



Miss Quick’s Year 10 Spanish class took part in an investigation into memory and revision skills, based on the use of regular quizzing to improve knowledge retention. All students have since been better able to articulate what effective revision looks like and how
they can make these strategies work for them at home in all their GCSE subjects



Mr Wilson used his research into metacognition to encourage Key Stage 4 Maths students to better harness their own thought process when problem-solving. This style of
question makes up a significant proportion of the new Maths GCSE papers and our
Maths faculty is rolling out new strategies as a result of this research to further support
students.
Ali Quick
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Spanish Theme Day

¡

Qué suerte! How lucky are we! This was one of the comments from our Year 8’s during
the latest Spanish Theme Day. 11th October saw half of the Year 8’s sampling different
aspects of Spanish culture as part of the first Theme Day of the year.

They explored the significance and meaning behind the main Spanish and Latin American
festivals and created posters explaining more about them. Listened to different styles of
Spanish music and in Spanish commented on them. But it was the Flamenco and Tapas
sessions that generated the most positive comments. “Loved it”, “So much fun”, “why can’t
we do this every day!”
During the Flamenco session the students looked at the art of
Flamenco and how important it is within Spanish culture. They
then choreographed their own dances including flamenco arm
movements to go alongside
basic rhythm of clapping and
stamping of feet. Some students really got into the mood
and improvised with their uniform to create costume and musical instruments!
The tapas sampling session is
always popular with students
and many students cited this as
their favourite session: “I did not think that I would like any of
it but actually I loved the jamón de serrano.” Others were
less than impressed with the anchovies, but at least they
tried it!
There were also some budding artists in the Picasso session where students recreated images in the broken mirror style of Picasso. They drew portraits of each other, cut them up
and repositioned them in an abstract way.
Hannah Williams
Modern Foreign Languages
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CARTS

Y

ear 12 and 13 students enjoyed their trip to Florence. Students spent time drawing and studying the Renaissance.
Thank you to the Loyd family for their continued support of
the trip.

KS3 Art elective have been enjoying
experimenting with different techniques.

The cast of ‘Kiss me Kate’ rehearsing

It was great fun to work
with Year 6 students to
experiment with printing
in the Centre Site Art
Studio.

Well done to Year 11 Food and
Nutrition students who have been
testing and trailing ingredients for
their GCSE.
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Sports News
KATS News – Angus Hawkins & Alexa Hawkins
Angus Hawkins has been selected to represent British Cycling Central Region in the national interregional championships (English regions, Scotland, Wales and Ulster) for track cycling and mountain
biking, and tomorrow travels to the 2017 School Games representing the Central Region in road
cycling.
He also earlier this year became the British Cycling Southern mountain bike youth champion.
The track championships are in Glasgow on 16/17 September and the mountain bike championships
are at the 2012 Olympic mtb venue on the following weekend.
Angus is the only rider to be selected for all 3 events.
Angus is not actually staying at KA for the sixth form as he has been offered a place at a cycling
academy, where he will continue his academic studies alongside structured cycling coaching and
development.
Also, year 9 KATS news - Alexa Hawkins has also been selected for the Central Region track team for
the championships in Glasgow on 16/17 September. The event is for U16s, and Alexa is still U14, so
will be riding against competitors up to 2 years older than she is.

Fixture Results
Year 8
Whilst the Yr7 rugby team enjoyed some competitive touch
rugby, the Yr8s got straight into a 13aside full contact game.
In an uneventful opening 10 minutes, in which neither side
truly threatened, it was Kennet who eventually got their noses in front, due in part to some midfield attacking prowess
(KA's 0 - Kennet 15). However, KA's William Waterson, Euan
James & Burt Staunton-Lamb would soon answer with a
counter blow of 3 consecutive tries. It was suddenly all to
play for at half time (15 - 20). The second half began with a
Kennet up and under in which was scored under the posts.
Unfortunately, this gave them the momentum to score 3 further tries and give them the overall win (KA's 15 - Kennet
35). It was a great way to start to the rugby season!
Year 7
A fantastic turnout from the Yr7 cohort! 13 enthusiastic students stayed after-school to represent KA's in a
touch rugby competition vs Kennet school (5 of which had never played rugby before)!

U15 girls lost 3-1 to Royal Wootton
Bassett on Monday 18th September in a
close game. Both sides worked very hard
and it came down to an excellent Wootton
Bassett striker which was the difference
between the two teams. Cara Kerby with
the goal for KA's and Rosie Cullen voted
lady of the match from the Wootton
Bassett players!

The Y9 Boys lost 7-1 against Cherwell School on
Tuesday 19th September KA's started slow but came
out in the second half a changed team and battled right
to the end! The 7-1 scoreline flatters Cherwell but they
were a strong side nonetheless.
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Sports News continued
After a promising performance earlier in the week, Yr 8 left for Farmors school with one clear target. Support,
Support, Support and they will surely get more points on the board! Each and every player demonstrated they had
learned from Tuesdays match and showed real determination to support each other in attack! The team built in
confidence as the game went on and delivered a performance that can only be described as RESILIENT! Farmors
continued to challenge the boys defence and scored some well deserve points. In response KA's kept the ball
alive, hit the gaps and scored several breakaway tries! Particular highlights were:
James Alder "taking on the biggest Yr8 anyone has ever seen" (He stayed strong and retained possession!)
Kane Avis "and his dancing feet" (He did not want to be caught by the "biggest Yr8 anyone has ever seen")
Harry Walker "tackle, tackle, tackle" (Nothing gets past Harry!)
Kunal Agawarl "first game & an exceptional performance"
Brendon Monaghan "lighting pace" (Farmors school nominated him as MOTM)
Final Score: Farmors 35 - 20 KA's

ESFA U13 Girls Football

St. Bartholomew

25.09.17

2.45p
m

KAA Centre

Year
8

The girls won—3-0!
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ESFA U13 Boys
Football

Marlborough

25.09.17

3.15pm

Marlborough

Year 8
One word: Tense!

After a defensive first half and a 1:0 score line.
KA's needed to step it up a gear in the 2nd half if
they were to walk away with a win... The ball
began to move, communication improved and the
boys were suddenly playing with real confidence.
There hard work payed off and Daniel Rees was
able to equalise with a beautifully weighted touch
from outside the box. Game on! Both teams came
close to scoring on multiple occasions but were
unsuccessful. Time was running out and the
touch line was becoming more crowed. Full
time... Penalties.... Sudden death.... Marlborough
win!
It was a really exciting game, that was thoroughly enjoyed by players, staff & parents!

ESFA U12 9-a-side
Boys Football

St
Gregs

26.09.1
7

3.45p
m

KAA Centre

Year
7

King Alfred's 3 - 4 St Greg's.
This was the first match of the season for the new Year 7's who had to throw themselves into action without a
training session under their belt. After a positive start KA's soon went a goal behind and St Greg's were proving to
be a strong, quick team that were up for the battle. Battle back they must so KA's rolled up their sleeves, dug in
and soon reaped the rewards with a quick fire double from Vlad Flanagan and Richard Smith to go 2-1 ahead.
KA's were on top and had 3 glorious chances before half time to extend their lead. St Greg's made us pay and
were level on the stroke of half time from a brilliant solo goal from their star man.
The second half was to continue to be a game that allowed both sides periods of dominance. St Greg's started the
stronger and by the midpoint of the half were 4-2 ahead with both goals from their star man Prince, the young man
was certainly putting in a royal performance. KA's never say die attitude was there for all to see and with a late
goal from centre back George Abbott, spirits were lifted once more. The boys gave everything they had for the last
few minutes but their efforts fell just short. This was a truly great game and congratulations to St Greg's for their 43 victory.
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Sports News continued

Oxford
Spires
Acad

OSFA U13
Boys Football

27.09
.17

3p
m

KAA East Site

Year
8

Chris Dowling

King Alfred’s 6—3 Oxford Spires

U14 Boys
Rugby Friendly

Kennet

27.09.17

3.45pm

Kennet

Years
9

Unfortunately, the lads lost
27-7
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Students competes at World Triathle Championships

F

rom 20 - 24 September, Eda Onay (Year 9)
took part at the World Triathle
Championships in Viveiro, Spain. There
were 500 athletes from 30 countries taking part in
the Triathle and Biathle.
Ona’s first race was the mixed Triathle relay,
involving one boy and one girl from each age
group. As Eda qualified as the fastest, she was
put with the fastest boy. Eda came 6th in the
shooting section, as she was up against South
African competitors that were top class shooters.
Next came the 50m swim and, despite some
barging whilst running in and out of the water,
Eda finished within the top pack. Then it came to
the 400m run. Eda was subject to some overtaking, but she felt her running was pretty strong,
and tried to stay with the top pack. When she ran
into the shooting area to complete this for the last
time, she felt it wasn’t her best; it took Eda 7
shots to get 5 green lights, before she came out
to do her final swim, which went very well. As
Eda emerged from the water, everybody was
shouting "Go GB! Go Eda! Get them!"

Modern
Pentathlon
team there. His dream
is to qualify for the
Olympics in 2024.
Just to ensure it was a
complete family affair,
Eda’s mum also ended
up competing in the
biathle! Due to there
being
not
enough
women from GB to
make a team, mum was
aiming for a podium
position, despite only running seriously for 12
months. She achieved the qualifying time – a
huge achievement and ended the race in a
highly creditable 5th position.
Congratulations to the whole family!

Eda continues the story: “This was my last run,
so I tried my very hardest to get up there. I came
in to tag team mate Liam, placing us joint 5th with
the Egyptians. Liam, being the best there, had
two phenomenal shoots and ran like the wind.
And before everyone knew it, he crossed the
finish line in FIRST place - first in the world!”
The following day Eda qualified to compete in the
individual Triathle finals and also ended up with
two team medals, Gold and Silver! A television
interview followed – awesome!
Eda said “Looking back at it now, I am extremely
proud to have gone, and won two medals”.
Eda’s brother Okan, 18, competes in Juniors
under 21's and also races with the seniors. Okan
ended up competing against the winner of the
2012
London
Olympic
Games
Modern
Pentathlon, David Slavboda. He did beat Okan,
but Okan wasn't far behind and won a bronze
individual medal. Former KAA student Okan has
now gone to Bath University to study
environmental economics and train with the
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PE Fixtures

D

uring the last academic year, King Alfred’s
Academy participated in just over 250
competitive sporting fixtures and so far this
year we have already competed in 40 events.
As a PE department, and whole school too, we are
huge believers in the vast number of benefits these
opportunities bring about. Whilst the obvious physical
benefits such as increase in stamina, muscular tone,
flexibility, bone density and strength to name only a
few, these opportunities bring about many more
benefits that are transferable to many areas in life.
Such skills include social and communication,
delegation, leadership, and confidence. There is also
a clear link between exercise and competitive sport
when it comes to self-esteem, motivation, reduction in
stress and anxiety, quality of sleep and increasing
brain function.

With all this in mind, it is no wonder we encourage as
many students across the Academy to participate in
sporting opportunities. In order to do so we offer a
wide range of activities, starting with our sporting
Electives. As well as the electives, last year we
competed in sports such as Football, Netball, Rugby,
Cricket, Swimming, Trampolining, Tennis, Angling,
Indoor Karting, Athletics, Badminton, Equestrian,
Sportshall Athletics, Table Tennis, Basketball and
Cross Country. Many of these are organised through
local, regional and national competitions. Many of
these competitions only allow a one team entry. As a
result, we have developed strong relationships with a
number of local schools whom we play regular friendly
fixtures against.
This allows us to provide
opportunities to an increased number of students by
organising games for A Teams, B and C Teams and even D teams.

school diary, availability of staff/ facilities/ minibus,
opposition availability, competition deadlines and, of
course, the weather! After all these factors are
considered, fixtures are booked and shared with
students. This year we are using Squad in Touch
(SiT) - an online system to produce team sheets.
SiT also allows staff to produce fixture information in
a far more time effective manner. An up to date
fixture/ results listing can be found on the Academy
website under ‘All News’ – ‘Sports fixtures and
results’.
Unfortunately,
there are occasions when
fixtures are arranged or
cancelled at short notice,
this can be due to tight
competition deadlines or
staff illness.
However,
the majority are often due to either weather or the
opposition. We do everything within our control not
to cancel a fixture.
Sporting competitions often make up life long
memories and we strive to continue to enable these
to take place. We actively encourage individuals
and families to support our home games/events please remember to sign in as a visitor at the site
reception.
I hope to see many more smiles and sporting
celebrations over the academic year.
Matthew Bowler
Director of PE

In order to plan and fulfill so many fixtures, the PE
department is extremely fortunate to have a full time
PE Administrator who organises all these events. In
any one week the Academy can take part in ten or
more fixtures. For this to happen a number of
factors need to be considered including whole
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RICH is a website for teachers and students who
are interested in exploring mathematical ideas. They
aim to:



Enrich the experience of the mathematics curriculum for all learners



Offer challenging and engaging activities



Develop mathematical thinking and problem-solving skills



Show rich mathematics in meaningful contexts

Work in partnership with teachers, schools and other educational settings.
On their website, they have hundreds of maths activities aimed at learners of different ages. The
majority of the problems come with a variety of solutions submitted by students from around the
country. They also have a number of “live” problems which are open for learners to try out and submit
solutions for. One of these live problems is included below –have a go and see what you discover!

Satisfying Statements
Stage: 2 and 3
Challenge Level:
Alison, Becky, Sam and Matt are playing a game.
Each of them writes down a statement that describes a set of numbers.
Alison writes "Multiples of five".
Becky writes "Triangular numbers".
Sam writes "Even, but not multiples of four".
Matt writes "Multiples of three but not multiples of nine".
Can you find some two-digit numbers that belong in two of the sets?
Can you find some two-digit numbers that belong in three sets?
What is the smallest number that belongs in all four sets?
How could you describe the pattern of the numbers that satisfy both Alison's and Sam's statements?
How about the numbers that satisfy both Alison's and Matt's statements?
Can you describe patterns for other pairs of statements?
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What’s On?
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And finally ...

Centre Site Portway Wantage Oxfordshire OX12 9BY
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